
Story Teller, Illusionist & Conference Speaker

https://www.kmprod.com/derek-selinger

Bio

Derek Selinger is a master magician, performing on stage and screen,
including an appearance on Penn & Teller’s “Fool Us”. A winner of six
international awards, including the People’s Choice Award from the
International Brotherhood of Magicians, Derek Selinger has performed from
Las Vegas to Malaysia, from New York City to Paris. His extensive
entertainment portfolio has made him the entertainer of choice for those
seeking to create relevant, distinctive and engaging events.e has entertained
millions on major television networks including the C.W. Network, Discovery
network, Fox News, CTV and Global.

He is a multifaceted storyteller, performing for corporate audiences, speaking to youth, and
even writing theatrical productions from the ground up. Through 20 plus years of experience in
the entertainment industry, Derek’s skills have been finely honed, and he has the unique ability
to perform everything from large-scale illusions and epic routines to more intimate close-up and
pure sleight of hand.

Derek has a well-rounded roster of achievements: He also runs a boutique film and production
company, and as an accomplished filmmaker has helped organizations communicate their
brand message to the world. His films have screened at festivals across North America and
have won several accolades including Best Music Video. His live performances often feature
some of his video work as live moments are intertwined with his film creations. He was also the
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head basketball coach at a small college, winning two conference championships, and is
currently writing his first book. Through it all, Derek has learned what it takes to capture
attention, communicate through entertainment and persevere through trial. He has learned, and
is excited to share, his wisdom and secrets through the art of wonder and dreaming.

Derek utilizes all of this experience as a corporate speaker, and communicates to audiences
about dreams, risk and perseverance. Being a master story-teller, he has been praised as
insightful and engaging, and has a unique ability in being able to not only wildly entertain his
audiences but also inspire them to embrace life and to live brighter. Audiences are always left
with the knowledge that their life is a gift and that they, themselves are valuable. It has been
said about Derek, “Derek does not just perform magic, he IS magic” …and his optimism, zeal for
life, and extreme skill leaves audiences energized, inspired and truly amazed.

Topics

Choose Your Experience:

THE GIFT - No Smoke, No Mirrors, Just Magic (60-120 min.)

Pure sleight of hand, mind reading and the essence of the art of magic by a
master magician, played out on a grand scale in a feature length theatrical
performance. [morelink] 

ENGAGE - A Mind Reading & Illusion Experience that Creates Corporate
Audience Connection! (45-60 min.)

Can you name the last corporate event you attended where the
entertainment had you on the edge of your seat, fully engaged, eyes wide
open in amazement? You don't just need a show ... you need an experience
that engages everyone in the room. [morelink]

JAZZ MAGIC (45 - 60 min.) 

Through technology and screens, enjoy an intimate, up close encounter with
Derek as he performs close-up magic with audience participation. Up close.
Personal. Unplugged. [morelink]

Derek Selinger's Speaking Presentations:



Compelling Communication: The Art of Being Heard [morelink]

The Spotlight Mentality: Position and Perception Create Peak
Performance [morelink]

Derek Selinger is represented by K&M Productions. For more information & booking Derek
Selinger, contact us. 
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